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Abstract

Background: As the saturation of transferrin by iron in the serum is approximately 30%, iron loaded to the blood can

bind to transferrin not bearing iron. Nevertheless, prolonged iron influx finally results in full transferrin saturation, and

iron not bound to transferrin will appear in the serum; this iron is known as non-transferrin-bound iron (NTBI). NTBI

damages organs through the production of free radicals. Previously, we established an automated quantification system

for NTBI; however, measuring labile plasma iron, which is considered as a highly redox-active component of NTBI,

should be a better prognostic factor in iron-overloaded patients.

Methods: We designed and developed a novel system for evaluating labile plasma iron utilizing the Trinder reaction.

Automated system was utilized because the previously reported methods for labile plasma iron are intricate and the

introduction to the clinical stage has been challenging. Validations such as the contribution of serum proteins and metal

ions for this system were evaluated using human serum samples.

Results: We confirmed that our novel system can evaluate labile plasma iron utilizing Trinder reaction and the oxidative

potential of ceruloplasmin in the serum. This system was also confirmed to be clinically practical. Metals other than iron

did not influence this system. We observed that samples with high NTBI did not always exhibit high labile plasma iron

and vice versa, highlighting the necessity of labile plasma iron quantification in evaluating the toxicity of NTBI.

Conclusions: Our novel system should contribute to fundamental and clinical research because it can measure labile

plasma iron using the high-throughput automated analyser.
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Introduction

Although iron is a vital element for almost all living

organisms, excess of iron damages various tissues and

organs by producing free radicals; thus, the homeosta-

sis of iron must be tightly controlled in the body.1

Nevertheless, the iron balance could sometimes col-

lapse in various clinical situations. For example, pro-

longed or recurrent transfusions of red blood cells

could cause iron overload in anaemic patients
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refractory to other therapies such as thalassaemia,
myelodysplastic syndrome, and aplastic anaemia.2–5

In the serum, iron is bound to transferrin (Tf), which
functions as an iron transporter circulating in the blood
and can be used by all cells in the entire body, partic-
ularly for erythrocytosis in the bone marrow. Owing to
approximately 30% saturation of Tf by iron, the
loaded iron can bind to Tf, which has not been
bound to iron yet, at the beginning. However, in the
absence of an active mechanism for iron excretion from
the body, prolonged iron influx results in the saturation
of Tf, and iron that cannot bound to Tf appears in the
serum; this iron is called as non-Tf-bound iron
(NTBI).6 Reportedly, NTBI damages organs by readily
producing free radicals in the entire body; therefore,
the NTBI quantification could be useful for assessing
iron toxicity in iron overload.7 Previously, we estab-
lished a novel automated quantification system for
NTBI.8 Nevertheless, NTBI should be considered as
a heterogeneous form of iron, such as albumin-bound
iron and citrate-bound iron, and considered that the
oxidative potential to produce free radicals is quite dif-
ferent from those forms.9,10 Labile plasma iron (LPI) is
one of the components that is highly redox active and
produces free radicals easily; it is also reported to be
clinically relevant for potential iron toxicity and a
prognostic factor for survival in transfusion-
dependent patients.11–15 Reportedly, the LPI quantifi-
cation is technically feasible; however, the previously
reported methods are complex, and the introduction
to the clinical stage has also been challenging.16,17

This study aims to establish a novel automated mea-
suring system that can assess LPI in the serum, using
the oxidative activity of ceruloplasmin (CP) in the
serum and the Trinder reaction.18,19 Our new system
could contribute to fundamental and clinical research
because it can measure LPI using the high-throughput
automated analyser.

Materials and methods

The measurement principle

We used the Trinder reaction to measure LPI in the
serum. The reaction of ferricyanide with 4-aminoanti-
pyrine (4-AA) and N-(2-carboxyethyl)-N-ethyl-m-tolu-
idine (CEMB) hydrochloride induces the reduction of
ferricyanide to ferrocyanide with colouring by the oxi-
dative condensation of 4-AA and CEMB, which can be
measured by the colorimetric determination.18,19

Considering the serum, Cp (Cu2þ) should have the
highest oxidizing potential compared with other com-
ponents.20 Thus, by adding the serum to this Trinder
reaction, Cp (Cu2þ) can oxidize ferrocyanide to ferri-
cyanide. Moreover, if there is LPI in the serum sample,

LPI oxidizes Cp (Cuþ) to Cp (Cu2þ), leading to the

accelerated absorbance changes that can be detected

spectrophotometrically; this reaction should be acceler-

ated only by the oxidative potential of NTBI and not

by the NTBI quantity (Figure 1).

Reagents for the automated analysis

Reagent-1 (R1) comprised the following: potassium

ferrocyanide (Kanto Chemical Co., Inc., Tokyo,

Japan); 4-AA (Saikyoukasei Corporation, Saitama,

Japan); Tris buffer (MP Bio Japan, Tokyo, Japan)

and Triton X-100 (Nacalai Tesque, Inc., Kyoto,

Japan). Reagent-2 (R2) comprised CEMB hydrochlo-

ride (Saikyoukasei Corporation), Tris buffer and

Triton X-100. Both reagents were titrated to pH 7.0

and loaded on automated analysers. The final concen-

trations of the Tris buffer, potassium ferrocyanide,

4-AA and CEMB were settled at 200, 7.5, 0.5 and

0.5mM, respectively. Of note, the reagents can be

kept stable for measurements, at least, two months by

storing at �40�C (data not shown).

Settings for the automated analyser and

assay method

We measured LPI using a HITACHI 7180 clinical ana-

lyser (Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation, Tokyo,

Japan) using the following settings: sampling volume:

sample/R1/R2¼ 10 lL/150 lL/50 lL; assay wave-

length: main/sub¼ 550 nm/700 nm; assay method:

rate A and reading point: first/last¼ 24/34 at 37�C. In
the assay method, we first dispensed samples and R1

into reaction cells on the automated analyser. After

mixing and 5-min incubation, R2 was added to the

cells, and the mixture was left for 5 min; thus, the

total assay time was only 10 min for each sample. We

measured an increase in absorbance at 550 nm, suggest-

ing the presence of LPI in the serum sample. In the

experiments using blood samples obtained from

humans, the serum was selected as an acceptable

sample type.

Serum samples

We purchased human pooled serum samples without

any personal information from Access Biologicals LLC

(Vista, CA). In addition, individual human samples

without any personal information were purchased

from Trina Bioreactives AG (Grabenstrasse,

Switzerland). In the pooled serum, serum iron mea-

sured by the assay kit (QuickAuto Neo Fe, Shino-

Test Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was 19 lM and

NTBI values measured by the automated analyser fol-

lowing our previous report were 0.4 lM, respectively.
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The contribution of iron to the assay

We added ammonium iron sulphate (Kanto Chemical

Co., Inc.) to the pooled human serum samples and

measured absorbances indicating LPI. In addition, we

added 500 lM nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA; Dojindo

Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan) or 500 lM ethylene

diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA; Sekisui Medical Co.,

Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) to R1 and also determined the

absorbances. The concentrations of chelators were at

least 33 times higher than those of iron in all samples.

The contribution of Cp or Tf to the Trinder reaction

To ascertain the contribution of Cp in the serum

sample for the Trinder reaction, we filtrated the

pooled human serum using AmiconVR -Ultra (Merck

KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) to eliminate endogenous

Cp and Tf contained in the serum and added different

concentrations of Cp (Sigma-Aldrich Japan, Tokyo,

Japan) or holo-Tf followed by LPI measurement. In

addition, the influence of copper was determined by

adding copper chloride (Kanto Chemical Co., Inc.)

instead of Cp.

Effect of various transition metals other than iron

on the assay

We added various transition metals, such as copper

(Cu), zinc (Zn), magnesium (Mg), cobalt (Co), manga-

nese (Mn), nickel (Ni) and lead (Pb), to the pooled

human serum. The final concentrations were settled

as 40 lM, but only Mg was settled as 2,000 lM con-

sidering the reference range of the human serum. We

purchased all reagents for metals from Kanto Chemical

Co., Inc.

Coefficient of variations (CVs) evaluation by

intra- and inter-assay

The intra-assay CV was assessed using serum samples

with 0.67–6.18 lM NTBI. Each sample was applied in

20 replicates in the same run. The inter-assay CV was

determined using samples added with iron to be 6, 23

and 46 lM; all measurements were performed in three

replicates for seven days.

Limit of blank and limit of detection

We defined limit of blank (LOB) and limit of detection

(LOD) as follows: LOB¼mean blankþ 1.645� (S.D.

blank) and LOD¼LOBþ 1.645� (S.D. low concen-

tration sample), respectively, where mean blank

and S.D.blank are the mean and S.D. of six blank

samples assayed in three replicates for five days, and

S.D. low concentration sample is the S.D. of 10 low

concentration samples assayed in three replicates for

five days.

The linearity of the assay

We assessed the linearity of the assay by measuring

serially diluted pooled serum samples added with

ammonium iron sulphate as the iron concentration to

be 36 lM.

Comparison with other LPI measuring systems

The LPI measurement system FeROSTM LPI Kit

(Aferrix Ltd, Kiryat Atidim, Israel) was selected for

comparison with our novel method. The LPI measure-

ment was performed per the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions. Twenty individual serum samples were used for

this experiment.

Figure 1. The reaction scheme of automated labile plasma iron (LPI) assay system. In this system, the Trinder reaction was used; the
reaction of ferricyanide with 4-aminoantipyrine (4-AA) and N-(2-carboxyethyl)-N-ethyl-m-toluidine (CEMB) hydrochloride induces
the reduction of ferricyanide to ferrocyanide, which can be measured by the colorimetric determination. By adding the serum to the
Trinder reaction, Cp (Cu2þ) can oxidize ferrocyanide to ferricyanide. If there is LPI in the serum, LPI oxidizes Cp (Cuþ) to Cp (Cu2þ),
resulting in the accelerated absorbance changes.
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Correlation between NTBI and LPI

We measured 100 individual serum samples for NTBI
and LPI. Of note, NTBI was measured using the auto-
mated analyser developed by us.

Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed with EZR ver-
sion 1.38 (Saitama Medical Center, Jichi Medical
University, Saitama, Japan), which is a graphical user
interface for R (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria). This is a modified ver-
sion of R commander designed to add statistical func-
tions frequently used in biostatistics.21

Results

The contribution of iron to the established LPI assay

Adding iron to the pooled human serum up to 36 lM
seemingly increased LPI. When EDTA, which can che-
late both copper included in Cp and NTBI, was added
to R1, an increase in the absorbance by iron supple-
mentation was cancelled. Furthermore, when NTA,
which can chelate only NTBI, was added to R1, an
increase in the absorbance by iron supplementation
was cancelled (Figure 2).

The contribution of Cp in the serum to the LPI assay

After the removal of proteins, such as Cp and Tf, in the
serum by ultrafiltration, LPI was decreased to almost 0
(Figure 3(a)). When Cp was added, LPI increased with
an increase in the Cp concentration (Figure 3(b)). The
addition of copper ion (Cu2þ) as copper chloride did

not change LPI, however, meaning Cp, rather than Cu,
should accelerate the present LPI measurement system
(Figure 3(c)). Although Tf contains iron, the addition
of Tf did not increase LPI at all (Figure 3(d)).

Trinder reaction was not accelerated by loading
metals other than iron

In this study, several transitional metals were added to
the pooled human serum to determine the contribution
of other metals to this assay system. Metals such as Zn,
Mg, Co, Mn, Ni and Pb did not change LPI (Figure 4
(b) to (g)), although Cu slightly increased LPI
(Figure 4(a)).

The linearity of the LPI assay

The LPI of the iron-loaded pooled serum measured by
this assay system increased linearly (Supplemental
Figure 1).

LOB and LOD of the LPI assay

The LOB and LOD of the automated assay system
were evaluated as 0.89 and 1.67, respectively (data
not shown). As the mean value LPI of the pooled
serum was 34, the LOD seemed to be adequate to mea-
sure LPI. As four different samples were used to mea-
sure LPI, 20 times each, the CV values were evaluated
to be �3% in all samples (data not shown).

Comparison of this novel method with LPI measuring
system using ELISA

We assessed the correlation between our present mea-
suring system and the kit obtained from Aferrix Ltd;

Figure 2. Iron loading to the pooled human serum increased labile plasma iron (LPI). Adding ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid
(EDTA) or nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) to R1 cancelled the increase of the absorbance by iron supplementation. The data are
represented as the mean� SD (the result was representative of two independent experiments (n¼ 3)).
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however, we observed some dissociation between the

values measured by those two methods (Figure 5). At

low LPI concentrations, LPI measured by our system

seemingly exhibited partially high values compared

with the values determined by the Aferrix system.

Alternatively, LPI measured by our system displayed

partially low values compared with that measured by

the Aferrix system at the higher concentrations of LPI.

Figure 3. The removal of proteins such as ceruloplasmin (CP) and transferrin (Tf) in the serum by ultrafiltration decreased labile
plasma iron (LPI) to almost zero. The data are represented as the mean� SD (the result was representative of five independent
experiments (n¼ 20)) (a). The addition of Cp to the ultrafiltrated serum increased LPI with an increase in the Cp concentration
(n¼ 3) (b). The addition of copper ion (Cu2þ) as copper chloride did not change LPI (the result was representative of two inde-
pendent experiments (n¼ 3)) (c). The addition of holo-Tf did not increase LPI (n¼ 3) (d).

Figure 4. The contributions of metals to this assay system. Although Cu (a) marginally increased labile plasma iron (LPI), other
metals such as Zn (b), Mg (c), Co (d), Mn (e), Ni (f), and Pb (g) did not change LPI. The result was representative of two independent
experiments (n¼ 3).

Saito et al. 5



Correlation between NTBI and LPI

In this study, NTBI values measured by our previously
established measuring system were compared with LPI
values measured by our novel LPI measuring system.
The correlation coefficient was 0.3695, suggesting no
strong correlation between NTBI and LPI. For exam-
ple, some samples exhibited high LPI despite low NTBI
(Figure 6(a)). Further analysis concerning the interac-
tion between NTBI and LPI was performed by dividing
the samples into three groups: NTBI¼ 0 (NTBI-low),
0<NTBI< 0.2 (NTBI-intermediate) and 0.2�NTBI
(NTBI-high). The calculated P-value by non-
parametric analysis with Kruskal-Wallis test was
0.856, which indicates that there was no statistical rela-
tionship between NTBI and LPI (Figure 6(b)).

Discussion

The novel method proposed in this study should be
considered to measure LPI in the serum samples by
using the Trinder reaction. The Trinder reaction in
this system involved the oxidative condensation of
4-AA and CEMB under the presence of peroxidase
(POD), which can quantify fairly small amount of
H2O2; reportedly, the oxidative potential of H2O2 can
progress this Trinder reaction by POD.18,19 In the novel
measuring system, ferrocyanide was oxidized to ferri-
cyanide, resulting in the direct colorimetric quantifica-
tion of the total oxidative potential that the serum
samples possessed. Of note, the reagents used in this
system did not contain any material that could induce
colouring by the Trinder reaction, implying that there
should be no blank reaction. Considering the serum, we
assumed that Cp (Cu2þ) in the serum could be a can-
didate possessing potent oxidative potential that could

oxidize ferrocyanide to ferricyanide.20 In this study, the
samples from which the fraction of proteins were
removed by ultrafiltration did not display colouring
in the novel system (Figure 3(a)), suggesting that
some proteins, such as Cp or Tf, could be involved in
the colouring reaction. Hence, Cp was added to ultra-
filtrated serum samples, resulting in the dose-dependent
colouring, suggesting that Cp possesses the oxidative
potential for converting ferrocyanide to ferricyanide
(Figure 3(b)). Conversely, the addition of copper ion
(Cu2þ) as copper chloride did not change LPI, suggest-
ing that Cu itself could not accelerate the reaction in
the novel LPI measurement system (Figure 3(c)). As
this study aimed to measure the oxidative potential of
iron, the assessment of adding Tf, which binds to iron,
was also performed. As a result, adding Tf did not
cause any colouring by Trinder reaction, indicating
that Tf-bound iron did not possess oxidative potential
that oxidizes ferrocyanide to ferricyanide (Figure 3(d)).

Furthermore, Cp (Cu2þ) in the serum sample could
oxidize ferrocyanide to ferricyanide, but Cp (Cu2þ)
itself would be reduced, suggesting the occurrence of
the Trinder reaction only once and not being proceeded
as a cycle reaction. The reaction time course demon-
strated that the absorbances continuously increased by
adding iron under the presence of Cp. In this study, the
time–course analysis was also performed by adding
metal chelators, such as EDTA and NTA, to determine
whether iron contributed to the sequential progression
of the Trinder reaction. Seemingly, the addition of
EDTA and NTA almost completely cancel the incre-
ment of absorbances, suggesting that the redox-active
metal ion could be involved in the sequential conver-
sion of Cp between Cp (Cu2þ) and Cp (Cuþ) form. Of
note, EDTA removes not only NTBI but also other
metals such as Cu; however, NTA cannot remove Cu
from Cp but removes NTBI, suggesting the likelihood
of the specific involvement of NTBI (Figure 2). In addi-
tion, we examined the likelihood of the impact of var-
ious transition metals, along with metals that are
present in the serum with relatively high concentrations
and could transfer electrons. Adding Cu marginally
increased the absorbance, but the addition of other
metals did not affect the absorbances (Figure 4(a)
to (g)); this marginal increase in the absorbance could
be attributed to the presence of Cp in the samples in
this experiment. Perhaps, inactive form of Cp changed
to the active form by the binding of Cu (Figure 4(a));
conversely, LPI was not increased by the addition of
Cu to ultrafiltrated serum samples in which Cp was
removed (Figure 3(c)).

Hence, our novel system could potentially measure
the oxidative potential primarily originated from iron
not bound to Tf. Thus, we believe that our method
could measure ‘LPI’, although other factors, such as

Figure 5. Labile plasma iron (LPI) measured by our novel
system and the FeROSTM LPI Kit (Aferrix Ltd).
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the Cp concentration, affect the absorbance. In this

study, we also compared this method with other previ-
ously established methods measuring LPI. However,

no apparent positive correlation was observed when
our system was compared with the FeROS

TM

LPI Kit

(Figure 5); this discrepancy could be attributed to an
entirely different approach to measure LPI. FeROS

TM

LPI Kit measures LPI as oxidative potential originated
from iron itself, whereas our system measures the oxi-

dative potential of iron by using Cp in serum samples.
Thus, our system could be considered to measure the

oxidative potential of LPI including the impact of other
materials, such as Cp, in each serum sample, although

the majority of oxidative stress must be due to LPI.
Hence, the determination ranges could also be differ-

ent, making it difficult to acquire identical results,
thereby necessitating further investigation using many

clinical samples. One of the potential merits is that our
reagent is designed for an automated analyser, imply-

ing the feasibility of fast, easy and inexpensive mea-
surement of quite many samples.

Moreover, we assessed the performance and accura-

cy of our novel method; the linearity was confirmed
and validation data, such as CV, seemed to be clinically

practical (Supplemental Figure 1). The significance or
efficacy of measuring LPI must be assessed with many

clinical samples obtained from various diseases or con-
ditions, and our novel system could contribute to

this purpose.
The correlation coefficient between NTBI and LPI

values measured by our novel measuring system was

0.3695, indicating no strong correlation between them.

In this study, some samples exhibited high LPI despite

low NTBI and vice versa (Figure 6(a)). Further additional

analysis for determining the interaction between NTBI

and LPI with non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test by

dividing the samples into three groups such as

NTBI¼ 0, 0<NTBI< 0.2 and 0.2�NTBI showed

P-value of 0.856, also indicating that there was no statis-

tical relationship between NTBI and LPI (Figure 6(b)).

NTBI was present in heterogeneous forms. Although

albumin- and citrate-bound NTBI should be considered

as the primary forms, unfortunately, little information is

available about the heterogeneity of NTBI in each

sample, clinical situations or the impact of various sub-

stances’ concentrations included in the serum. Thus, the

correlation between the quantity of NTBI and LPI

should be further clarified; this should also highlight the

clinical significance of measuring LPI in various clinical

situations such as iron overload. We believe our novel

LPI measuring system is highly valuable for those studies

because it was constructed to measure the oxidative

potential primarily derived from LPI and the system’s

automated methods possess high ability to process huge

numbers of samples cost-effectively in short timeframe.

Conclusion

In summary, we established a novel LPI measuring

system. This system should contribute to fundamental

and clinical research concerning the iron toxicity

Figure 6. The comparison of labile plasma iron (LPI) measured by our novel system and non-transferrin-bound iron (NTBI) mea-
sured by our previously established system. The correlation coefficient was 0.3695, implying no strong correlation between LPI and
NTBI (a). The interaction between NTBI and LPI was also evaluated with non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test by dividing the samples
into three groups: NTBI¼ 0 (Low) (shown as white bar), 0<NTBI< 0.2 (Intermediate) (shown as grey bar), and 0.2�NTBI (High)
(shown as black bar). Calculated P-value was 0.856, indicating that there was no statistical relationship between NTBI and LPI. The
data are represented as the mean� SD (b).
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because it can measure LPI using the high-throughput
automated analyser.
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